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Abstract 

As an emerging economy, Vietnam has ushered in a new era of free trade since its 
accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO), making Vietnam's economy more and 
more developed. With the rapid development of the Southeast Asian economy, Vietnam's 
development rate is growing at a rate of 6-7% per year. The young working population, 
low wages, and preferential trade policies have made Vietnam a hot spot for foreign 
investment. Now people from many countries are investing in Vietnam,  make Vietnam  
economy is getting better and better. According to Jones Lang LaSalle (JLL), Vietnam’s 
middle class will reach more than 40 million by 2020, and the urbanization rate will 
increase by 3.5% per year, which creates huge demand for buying  houses  in urban 
centers. It is also the reason for the rise in housing prices. This article aims to analyze 
and assess the real situation and trend of buying houses in Vietnam, thereby bringing 
out existing problems, finally offering solutions to develop Vietnam's real estate market. 
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1. Introductions 

According to the report of the Ministry of Statistics of Vietnam, as of November 2017, there 
were 4,500 newly registered real estate enterprises and 155,300 construction enterprises in 
Vietnam. The registered capital increased from 20 billion VND per enterprise to 68 billion VND 
per enterprise. The number of listed real estate companies has increased from 11 to nearly 60. 
In September 2017, listed real estate company revenue increased by 40% and profit increased 
by 6%. Rental office buildings, various apartment buildings, shops , and  other market prices 
rose 5-10%. With the economic and social development of Vietnam and the continuous 
improvement of people's living standards, people's real estate demand has shown a diversified 
development trend. The Vietnamese real estate market has developed rapidly and the supply 
of commercial housing has also diversified. 

Savills Vietnam has a report on "Vietnam Housing Market - Vision & Prospect" with analysis 
around fundamental factors affecting our housing market: population structure, speed of 
urbanization, capital, real estate credit, and balance of supply and demand. The charts and 
figures in the publication also show a healthy picture of the home market in Hanoi and Ho Chi 
Minh City in the present and near future. 

Accordingly, Savills assessed that Vietnam is one of the countries with the highest urbanization 
rate in the region (2.6%), household size tends to decrease. Along with that is the increase of 
the middle- class ... These are the factors that will positively impact on the prospect of the real 
estate market in the coming time. 
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2. Buying Tradition Houses in Vietnam Real Estate Market : 

Nowadays, it’s also not easy to buy land to build house. Specifically, in a big city like Hanoi, a 40 
m2 plot of land has a beautiful location, Southeast direction costs 38 million VND / m2, or an 
apartment C2 block near Cam River, 3.5 floors with 60 m2 cost 3.5 billion VND. For a plot of 
land near the wholesale market, the buyer also has to spend an amount of 35 million VND / m2 
for a plot of land of 48 m2. 

For land located deep in the branch road cost about 27 million VND / m2, the places near the 
wholesale market at the highest price of  38 million VND / m2. This number nearly doubled 
compared to the end of 2017. According to the report of reporter of Real Estate Investment 
Newspaper, in center districts, within a radius of 1 km around Vinmec Hospital area Hanoi city, 
the land price is currently at 25-45 million VND / m2. 

Hoang Huy Riverside project is located on the bank of Tam Bac river, Haiphong city with a view 
towards the river, the city center and the famous Iron market across the river. Around this 
project, Ms. Jasmine, a resident of Chi Lang Street, said that the current land price here is 63 
million VND / m2, her house with the large of 82 m2, it costs about 5 billion VND. 

Similarly, in the area near Vinhomes Imperia Ho Chi Minh city Project (District 1), the 
transaction is also very active and the price increases strongly, especially in areas with 
advantages for business such as the area behind the center. Investors in the district, Cement 
Relocation Area, So Dau Ward and Hung Vuong Ward, were pushed up quickly by investors. 

3. Buying Apartments in Vietnam Real Estate Market 

More and more people want to own the apartment and search for buying apartments instead 
of buying a house. The needs and trends of the apartment buying are gradually growing. Due to 
the rapid urban therapy  rate, land scarcity and land price increase, the risk of due to the high 
land purchase, complex Red ledger procedures, the tendency to separate households into small-
scale households and the price of high-building materials , a number of significant changes 
occurring in the real estate industry have changed the attitude of the urban population. 
Especially the young people showing interest in buying apartments available rather than 
buying land to build their own house.  

We all know that the demand for urban housing is increasing but the land area is fixed. Because 
land is fixed, land prices are skyrocketing. Therefore, people hesitate to buy land to build houses. 
Consumers are looking to developers and selling apartments to buy an apartment. A lot of 
reasons related to land like land shortages, risk in buying land, high cost of land registration, 
high land prices, lack of understanding of land-owned procedures has changed consumer 
attitudes towards apartments and promoted the intention of buying apartments in Vietnam.  

According to the Chairman of the Association of Real Estate Ho Chi Minh City, approximately 
70% of the global population would later be in high-rise apartments. This trend  can't  be 
changed all over the world. In many countries with a high level of urbanization , condominiums 
are very popular, they have utilities and synchronized facilities. For example, being in an 
integrated apartment is really convenient   to stay (having children playgrounds, gym, 
healthcare center ...that the ground house could not have). 

Currently, the price of housing in Vietnam has made major changes in the trend of increasingly 
modern and scale. According to the Ho Chi Minh City property association, in 2016, the high-
class apartment has a selling price of over 30 million VND/m2 ( about 3 billion VND /100m2) 
and the budget apartment’s price from 10-15 million VND/m2. The price difference between 
the central and surrounding suburbs is slowly shrinking. In the  central areas, the apartment 
type from 60m2-80m2 is about more than 2 billion VND, and far from city center 10km the 
price is lower, the apartment type from 40m2-60m2 price range 600 million to 800 million VND. 
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Apartments total supply and trading volum in Hanoi and HCM city 2018 (batdongsan.com) 

 

In Ho Chi Minh City, many recent open-sale projects quickly ran out of stock. For example, the 
project of more than 3,000 rare apartments in District 7 of Hung Thinh Group quickly reached 
liquidity in a short time. Phu Dong Premier project, with more than 600 apartments of Phu Dong 
Group sold out after less than three months of launching. 

In the market of townhouses and built-up villas, the fact also shows that trading activities are 
very active. Lancaster Eden project (District  2) with a selling price of over 1 million USD/ 
apartment has also recorded a selling rate of 75% by the end of the third quarter of 2018 
although the initial offering price from investors is quite high. 

Many successful projects in both selling price and liquidity such as Dragon Village (District 9) 
have recently opened to sell for the fourth time after 3 successful launches when they witnessed 
100% of empty baskets in just a few the sound of the opening ceremony. It is known that Dragon 
Village is located in the East of Ho Chi Minh City, the area is oriented to become "Silicon Valley" 
of Ho Chi Minh City and strong  development speed of transport infrastructure and technical 
infrastructure of the region. 

In Hanoi, although not as vibrant as Ho Chi Minh City, there are still local hot spots. It can be 
mentioned that the newly opened Vincity Ocean Park project in early November sold out 3,500 
apartments right after the model house was released. The shophouse units in the project also 
had to sell goods in the form of lottery purchase when the number of registered customers 
exceeded the number of existing units. 

4. The Trend of Buying Apartments in Vietnam in 2019 : 

Mr. Stephen Wyatt, General Director of Jones Lang Lasalle Vietnam said that in the coming time, 
Vietnam real estate market will be influenced by five main trends: 

Firstly, the transformation of the development model of a more sustainable apartment project 
is a big shift in apartments to middle and low- income people. This is a segment with real needs. 

Secondly, the rise of small and super small apartments. "About 10 years ago, the projects of 
high-rise buildings to build 2-room apartments were about 120m2, but there are no apartments 
with 2 rooms per 100m2. Thus, the demand for apartment design of buyers and developers 
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Therefore, we will see apartments will become smaller and smaller, especially in the city center, 
"said Stephen Wyatt. 

Thirdly, the trend of developing new integrated urban areas. By investing in the landscape, 
master planning, perfecting infrastructure, real estate developers will enjoy sweet fruits. 

Fourth, the emergence of more and more technology companies - a big source of demand for 
the office rental market. Vietnam is currently rising compared to many other countries in the 
region in terms of developing office space for lease. 

Fifth, e-commerce will become the biggest impact on real estate in the coming years as 
Vietnam's mobile phone density has now reached 84%, meaning that 84% of the population 
numbers have access to the Internet via mobile phones. Hundreds of thousands of Vietnamese 
are shopping online and although not yet large, this rate will continue to increase, affecting the 
retail real estate market, "said Stephen Wyatt. 

5. Shortcomings of Vietnam's Real Estate Market 

The Ministry of Construction's report showed that in only two big cities, Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh 
City, in 2018 there were about 58,362 apartments eligible for business in 147 projects. These 
markets had 41,700 successful transactions, of which Hanoi was 19,100 transactions; Ho Chi 
Minh City has about 22,600 transactions. However, the development of the real estate market 
also poses some problems, as follows: 

One is, stable, but lacks a breakthrough. According to Mr . Nguyen Ngoc Thanh, Chairman of City 
Real Estate Association, according to the law, the real estate activities of one locality, one area 
will be accompanied, or after one step compared to the region's socio-economic development. 
Its development will depend on the needs of the residents   houses and workplaces. Experience 
has shown that, where there is a vibrant market, strong purchasing power is where the 
population growth rate is high, or where real estate products are capable of generating value 
benefits, birth words for buyers or investors. For both of these factors, Vietnam real estate 
market is lacking or unclear, therefore, transactions in the general real estate segments of the 
City are less active. 

Secondly, real estate in Vietnam in recent years has increased rapidly, but still in a state of not 
meeting the housing demand of the majority of workers. According to Vietnam Department of 
Statistics, by the end of 2016, just in Hai Phong city has attracted USD 2.8 billion of FDI, of which 
19 projects came from Korean investors, 05 projects of Japanese investors ...Besides, the city 
has also attracted a lot of big FDI projects in industrial parks and economic zones, such as LGE, 
LGD, Bridgestone, FUJI XEROX, Regina Miracle International ... The increase in FDI projects has 
been increasing demand for human resources and has led to a shift in population to the City. 

Vietnam real estate market still has some issues to keep in mind, that is, the inventory is quite 
large, concentrated in projects far from the center, urban areas, poor infrastructure, and 
difficult to consume. The supply of middle and high-end apartment is abundant, while there is 
a shortage of social housing supply and low-cost commercial housing that the market is in needs.  

Currently, the housing needs of people in the middle and high-end segments (more than VND 
25 million / m2) account for only 20-30% of market demand and mainly concentrated in large 
cities. Meanwhile, with social housing, affordable housing, the market demand is very large, 
accounting for about 70-80%, but the supply market is very lacking. 

6. Solutions 

As forecast, demand for real estate in the coming years in Vietnam will continue to increase 
rapidly, especially in the apartment segment. The reason is that land  prices of villas and 
townhouses will continue to increase, but the demand of the market is limited, because of the 
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capacity of those with real needs. In addition, the land fund is becoming more and more limited, 
the price of land has risen to exceed the purchasing power of low and middle-income families, 
so the people of the city pay more attention to the apartment. Therefore, to solve the 
shortcomings of the real estate market, the government and real estate investors need to 
choose strategic directions and solutions to develop the real estate market to meet the housing 
needs of every stratum of people and developed into a modern, harmonious and 
environmentally friendly country. 

First of all, the government needs to develop a reasonable plan with a long-term vision of 
urbanization trends to reserve land for the development of apartment buildings with traffic 
connections and other technical infrastructure elements of the city. Residential areas need to 
be distributed reasonably close to industrial parks and other industrial establishments. 
Because the location of apartment buildings is an important factor affecting people's choice of 
apartment. 

Apartment projects need to have proper planning to ensure consistency in both technical and 
social infrastructure such as commercial centers, schools, hospitals, entertainment centers, 
sports, and environment.  

High-rise apartment buildings should ensure the quality of construction and aesthetic facilities, 
with reasonable design, with a water supply and drainage systems, secured parking lots, and 
complete support services. In particular, ensuring that the apartment design meets the new 
cultural living standards of young people working in the office. 

The construction of high-rise apartment projects requires a good management system, 
ensuring complete services for residents living in the apartment. In particular, security factors 
need to be ensured because those who intend to buy apartments always care about security 
problems in the area. If the current real estate businesses ensure good and stable service quality 
for the population, the newly built apartments will be the most vivid evidence to persuade those 
who want to buy apartment. Because apartment prices are still an important selection criterion 
for apartment buyers, especially for affordable customers and low-income workers. Therefore, 
businesses need to study market segments to develop apartments with suitable quality and 
price for each customer group. Enterprises also need to find ways to reduce the cost of 
apartments. 

Regarding preferential policies when buying apartments and financial support of banks, 
depending on the investment - business strategy, as well as the relationship of real estate 
companies with supporting banks, Real estate companies, should have multiple payment 
policies for customers to choose as well as promotions and offers when buying apartments. For 
example, in terms of payment policies, customers who buy apartments will have options, such 
as  customers paying 50% will receive immediately fully furnished apartments, the remaining 
50% will be paid in 5 years with a fixed interest rate of 6% a year. Or, customers can pay 60% 
right away, the remaining 40% paid within 18 months and get an interior package worth 4% of 
the total value of the apartment. 

Real estate companies can also offer discounts of 3% -15% of the apartment value to customers 
when buying apartments and free management fees within 6-12 months. Besides the simple 
procedures, flexible payment methods, diverse and attractive loan interest rates, banks should 
support customers to buy luxury apartments to borrow up to 90% of the apartment value, with 
a term of 5-20 years. 

7. Conclusion 

Vietnam real estate market is still growing strongly but the imbalance between supply and 
demand in many market segments is still very large, the competition in the real estate business 
is becoming more and more fierce. In order to maintain their position in the competitive market, 
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real estate marketers must keep in mind that people's buying behavior always has high interest 
and requires complicated decision-making processes. Buying an apartment is a very important 
decision for every customer because sometimes customers have to save money for a long time 
to afford an apartment. Housing purchase and decision-making process of consumers is 
relatively complicated. At present, the real estate market is facing a difficult period for many 
reasons, many apartment projects do not meet the needs of customers, resulting  in being hard 
to consume apartment products. In order to solve this problem, real estate companies need to 
understand, analyze the needs of customers and adjust marketing strategies. 
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